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“Not a White Shadow But Black People Will Be Victorious (For Black Arthur 
Blythe)” by Amiri Baraka 

The following is a transcript of Amari Baraka’s reading of “Not a White Shadow But Black People Will Be Victorious 
(For Black Arthur Blythe)” at the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, on October 8, 1980. Baraka later changed the title to 
“In the Tradition (For Black Arthur Blythe),” which appears in his anthology and for which the work is more commonly 
known today. 
 
Transcript: 
 
I'd like to close by reading a poem that, I guess, has a dual inspiration, one negative one, positive. On the negative 
side, as I said, I have a lot of children, a bunch of sons and they like to watch TV, and we live in a period of extreme 
rightward motion, extremely reactionary motion, the Klan back, the Bakke decision, restoration of the death penalty. 
 
And in the media, suddenly, Fu Manchu is back and Charlie Chan, and they're going to bring Tarzan back with Bo 
Derek as Jane. And so this particular program that I always react to so violently, it's called The White Shadow. The 
White Shadow, of course, directs the team because the Bloods can only play, they're too dumb to be able to coach or 
anything like. 
 
So, this is a poem called “Not a White Shadow But Black People Will Be Victorious,” and it’s for the alto saxophone, 
and it’s Black Arthur Blythe, who, one of his recent albums is called In the Tradition, and so I picked it up from him. 
 
“Not a White Shadow but Black People Will Be Victorious (For Black Arthur Blythe). 
 
Blues walk weeps ragtime  
Painting slavery  
women laid around  
working feverishly for slave master romeos  
as if in ragtime they spill  
their origins like chillers (lost chillen  
in the streets to be  
telephoned to by Huggie  
Bear from channel 7, for the White Shadow  
gives advice on how to hold our homes  
together, tu tambien, Chicano Hermano).  
          Genius bennygoodman headmaster  
          philanthropist  
          romeos–   
          but must coach 
          cannot shoot– 
 
          hey coah-ch 
          hey coah-ch 
          trembling fate wrapped in flags  
          hey coah-ch  
          you can hug this  
          while you at it  
          coah-ch 
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Women become  
goils gals grinning in the face of his  
no light  
Men become  
boys & slimy roosters crowing negros  
in love with dressed up pimp stupidity death  
 
hey coah-ch 
you wanna outlaw the dunk, cannot deal with sky man Darrell  
or double dipping hip doctors deadly in flight  
cannot deal with Magic or Kareem ... hey coah-ch, coah-ch 
bench yourself in the garbagecan of history o new colonial dog  
denying with lying images  
our strength & African  
Funky Beauty 
nomatter the three networks idiot chatter 
Arthur Blythe  
Says  
it! 
in the  
tradition 
 
Tradition of Douglas 
of David Walker 
Garnett 
Turner 
Tubman,  
of ragers yeh 
        ragers,  
(of Kings, & Counts, & Dukes  
of Satchelmouths & Sun Ra's 
of Bessies & Billies & Sassys  
& Ma's  
     Musical screaming  
     Niggers  
     yeh 
tradition  
of Brown Welles  
& Brown Sterling and Brown Clifford  
of H Rap & H Box 
Black baltimore sister blues antislavery singers  
countless funky blind folks  
& one leg country beboppers  
bottleneck in the guitarneck dudes  
whispering thrashing cakewalking raging 
ladies  
& gents 
getdown folks, elegant as  
skywriting 
tradition  
of DuBois 
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Baby Dodds & Lovie  
Austin, Sojourner 
I thought I heard Buddy Bolden  
say you terrible 
           you awful, Lester,  
       why do you want to be  
    the president of all this 
                              of the blues and slow sideways  
                          horn. tradition of blue presidents  
                       locked up in the brig for wearing zoot suit army pants 
     tradition of monks and outside dudes 
                of marylous and notes hung vibrating blue just beyond just after 
just before just faster just slowly twilight crazier than europe or its  
racist children 
bee-doo dee dee-dee dee dee-dee (Arthur 
tradition  
of shooters  
&silver fast dribblers  
of real fancy motherfuckers  
fancy as birds flight, sunward/high 
        highhigh 
        sunward  
        arcs/swoops/spirals 
in the tradition 
¼ notes 
eighth notes 
16th notes 
3nds, 64ths, 128ths, silver blue  
presidents  
of Langston & Langston Manifestos 
Tell us again about the negro artists  
&the racial mountain so we would not  
be negro artists, McKay Banjoes and  
Homes In Harlem, Blue Black Boys & 
Little Richard Writes. Tradition of  
For My People Margaret Walker & David Walker & Jr Walker 
& Walker Smith Sweet Ray Leonard Rockin In Rhythm w/ Musical Dukes 
What is this tradition Basied on, we blue Black Wards struggling 
against a Big White Fog, Africa people, our fingerprints are everywhere  
on you america, our fingerprints are everywhere, Cesaire told you  
that, our family strewn around the world has made more parts of that world  
blue and funky, cooler, flashier, hotter, afro-cuban james brownie 
a wide panafrican  
world 
Tho we are afro-americans, african americans 
let the geographic history of our flaming hatchet motion 
hot ax motion 
hammer & hatchet 
our cotton history 
our rum & indigo 
sugarcane  
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history 
 
Yet, in a casual gesture, if it's talk you want, we can say  
Cesaire, Damas, Depestre, Romaine, Guillen 
You want us to say Dumas, Pushkin, Browning, Beethoven 
You want Shaka, Askia, (& Roland Snellings too) 
Mandingo, Nzinga, you want us to drop  
    Cleopatra on you or Hannibal 
        what are you masochists 
            paper iron chemistry 
 & smelting 
     I aint even mentioned  
         Toussaint or Dessaline  
or Robeson or Ngugi 
 
Hah you bloody & dazed, screaming at me to stop yet,  
No, hah, you think its over, tradition song, tradition  
poem, poem for us together, poem for arthur blythe  
who told us again, in the tradition 
in the  
           tradition of  
        life & dying 
     in the tradition of those klanned & chained  
  & lynched and shockleyed and naacped and ralph bunched 
 
hah, you rise a little I mention we all saw the tradition of amos and andy 
hypnotized selling us out vernons and hooks and other nigger crooks of  
gibsons and crouchs and other assorted louses of niggers that turn from  
gold to shit proving dialectics muhammad ali style 
 
But just as you rise up to vote I scream COLTRANE! STEVEIE WONDER! 
MALCOLM X! 
           ALBERT AYLER 
       THE BLACK ARTS! 
Shit & whistling out of my nkrumah, cabral, fanon, sweep – I cry Fletcher  
Henderson, Cane, What Did I Do To Be So Black & Blue, the most perfect  
couple in the language I scream Moon Indigo, Black Bolshevik, KoKo,  
Now's The Time, Ark of Bones, Lonely Woman, Ghosts, A Love Supreme,  
Walkin, Straight No Chaser, In The Tradition  
of life 
& dying 
centuries of beautiful  
women  
crying  
In the tradition  
of screamed  
ape music 
coon hollers 
shouts  
even more profound  
than its gorgeous  
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sound 
In the tradition of  
all of us, in an unending everywhere at the same time  
line  
and motion forever 
like the hip Chicago poet Amus Mor 
like the Art Ensemble 
like Miles’ Venus DeMilo 
& Horace Silver reminding us 
& Art Blakey sending us messages 
Black Brown & Beige people 
& Pharaoh old and Pharaoh new, Blood Brotherhoods  
all over the planet, land songs land poems 
land sculptures and paintings, land niggers niggers want still want 
will get, land 
in the tradition of all of us in the positive aspect 
all of our positive selves, cut zora neale & me & a buncha other  
folks in half. My brothers and sisters in the tradition. Vincent  
Smith & John Biggers, Color mad dudes, Elizabeth Catlett, Charles White, William White, Bob Thompson 
& the 60’s muralists. Jake Lawrence & Aaron Douglass & Ademola,  
Babatunde building More Stately Mansions 
We are the composers, racists & gunbearers 
We are the artists 
Don't tell me shit about a tradition of deadness & capitulation 
of slave masters sipping tea in the parlor  
while we bleed to death in the fields 
tradition of cc rider 
see what you done done 
dont tell me shit about a tradition of slave masters  
& henry james I know about it up to my asshole 
dont tell me shit about bach mozart or even ½nigger  
Beethoven 
get out of Europe 
come out of europe if you can 
cancel on the english dpts this is America  
north, this is America 
where's yr American music 
george washington won the war 
where's yr american culture southernagrarians 
academic Aryans 
penwarrens & wilburs  
say something american if you dare 
    if you  
         can 
             where's your american  
             music 
Nigger music? 
(Like englishmen talking about great britain stop with tongues lapped on their  
cravats you put the irish on em. Say shit 
man, you mean irish irish literature . . .when they say about that 
you say nay you mean irish irish literature you mean for the  
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last century you mean, when you scream you say nay, you mean yeats, 
synge, shaw, wilde, joyce, ocasey, beckett, them is, nay, them is  
irish, irish as the ira 
 
You mean nigger music ? dont hide in europe – “oh that's classical!”  
No come to this country 
    nigger music? 
that's all you got 
    mumble Gershwin? 
        mumble Copeland? 
Even you got better sense than to say Leonard  
    Bernstein 
        you don't know  
Ives 
    Nigger Music 
 
you better go up in appalachia and get some mountain some coal mining  
songs, you better go down south in our land & talk to the angloamerican national  
minority 
they can fetch up a song or two, country 7 western  
could save from looking like saps before the world 
otherwise  
Palante!  
Latino, Native American 
Bomba, Plena, Salsa, Rain dance War dance 
Mgical invective 
The Latin Tinge 
Cherokee, Sonny Rollins w/ Clifford Brown.  
Diz & Machito, and Mongo SantaMaria 
 
Coming Coming Coming the World Saxophone Quartet you cannot  
stand up against, Hell No, I Aint Goin To No Afghanistan, Leon  
Thomas, million year old pygmies you cannot stand up against, nor  
Black Arthur telling you like Blue Turhan Bey, Odessa, Romance can  
Bloom even here in White Racist Land It can Bloom as Beautiful,  
though flawed by our oppression it can  
bloom, bloom in the tradition  
of revolution 
Renaissance 
Negritude 
Blackness 
Negrissmo 
Indigisme 
sounding niggers 
         swahili speaking niggers niggers in turbans 
    rna & app & aprp &cap black blacks 
& assembly line, turpentine, mighty fine female  
    blacks and cooks, truck drivers, coal miners 
         small farmers, iron, steel and hospital workers 
         in the tradition of us 
the reality not us the narrow fantasy 
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in the tradition of african american black people / America 
nigger music's almost all  
you got, and you find it  
much too hot 
in the tradition thank you arthur for playing & saying 
reminding us how deep how old how black how sweet  
we is and bees  
when we remember 
when we are our memory as the projection  
of what it is evolving 
in struggle 
in passion and pain 
we become our sweet black  
selves  
once again, 
in the tradition 
     in the African american  
          tradition  
   open us 
   yet bind us 
   let all that is positive  
   find  
   us 
        we go into the future  
            carrying a world  
of blackness 
yet we have been in the world  
and we have gained all of what there  
is and was, since the highest expression  
of the world, is its total 
& the universal  
is the entire collection  
of particulars 
 
ours is one particular 
one tradition  
of love and suffering truth over lies 
and now we find ourselves in chains 
the tradition says plainly to us fight, plainly to us  
fight, thats in it, clearly, we are not meant to be slaves 
it is a detour we have gone through and about to come out 
the tradition of gorgeous africa blackness  
says to us fight, it's all right, you beautiful  
as night, the tradition 
thank you Langston/thank you arthur  
says sing 
says fight 
the tradition, always clarifying, always new and centuries old  
says  
    Sing!  
    Fight! 
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Sing! 
Fight! 
Sing!  
Fight! Sing! Fight!  
Dee-doo dee dee dee dee dee dee dee  
    dee dee dee dee dee dee dee dee  
dee dee dee dee! 
DEATH TO THE KLAN! 
 
Thank you. 
 


